BE inspired……………

FRANKENSTEIN
MIXED MEDIA ART

Frankenstein is an old, classic, scary story about a mad scientist who
creates a monster by piecing together lots of strange body parts.
Inspired by this story, this ‘mixed media’ art activity will have you
creating some super scary characters in time for Halloween.
This fun drawing project is perfect for just about any age human!
You will find yourself creating a whole group of ghoulish
characters with fantastic results. You can give your characters
massive heads, long floppy arms, the more ridiculous, the more
spooky the better. You can really go to town and continue to build
your drawing skills.


Gather as many magazines as you have and cut out a
number of different figures. We used a combination of
magazines and children’s comics.



Once you have cut out the individual figures, you will then
need to cut them up! You need to remove all the limbs, cutting
the legs, arms and heads off!



Now, before gluing anything down, you will have your
individual body parts and need to move these around and
keep switching them until you have found your perfect fit.
Remember you will be replacing some of the pictures you have
cut out with your own drawn version. In the example the
minions head has been replaced with a spooky pumpkin head!



When adding the drawn limbs, bodies and heads it is best to
do this on a separate piece of paper and again cut these out
just like the magazine pictures.

What you will need: Old magazines and
comics, scissors, glue, pencil, felt tip pens
and paper.
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Your drawings can be realistic and detailed or horrific and
spooky—its up to you.



You are now ready to glue your ‘Frankenstein’ mixed media
‘creature’ down. Remember you can make a ghoulish gang,
making as many as you want.



It is great just watching what children do with this activity.
Read through the instructions together and then do
whatever works best for you! Be as creative and scary as
you want to be!

